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ABSTRACT

Certain types of real-space renormalisation groups (which

essentially approximate Bravais lattices through hierarchical

ones) do not preserve standard thermodynamic convexity properties.

" pointVout that this serious defect is not intrinsic to any

real-space renormalisation. It can be avoided if form-invariance

(under uniform translation of the energy scale) of the equation

connecting the Bravais lattice («we intpnd«^to study) to the hier

archical one (which approximates it) is demanded. In addition

to that uo analyse expressions for the critical exponents v and

a corresponding to hierarchical lattices^ these are consistent

with Melrose recent analysis of the fractal intrinsic dimensiona'

lity. i^th^r)

Key-words: Real-space rcnormali r.ntion group;Specific heat;Ising

nnd Pottc model:;; Bravais and .hierarchical lut'_tci>£.
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1 - INTKODUCTION

During very recent years, extensively used real-

space renormalisâtion-group (KG) methods approximate Bravais

lattices (which are translationally invariant) by hierarchical

lattices (which arc self-similar,-i.e. scale-invariant).- The

point whether these methods are able to satisfy, ion. alt tern-

pciatu tic A (or analogous intensive parameters, e.g., concen-

tration in diluted systems), thcrmodynamically correct conve-

xity properties (e.g., poòitive. specific heat) is an important

one. Some treatments (Nicmeijer and van Lecuwcn 1976, Kadanoff

1975, Kadar.off et al 1976, Martin and Tsallis 1981 (a); see

also Dunficld and Noolandi 1980) do not satisfy (see dis-

cussion by Kaufman and Griffiths 1983); others (Martin and

Tsallis 1981 (b) , 1983) do satisfy. In any.case, many of these

RG's are coircnonly said to be exact for the hierarchical lat-

tices (Berker and Ostlund 1979, Bleher and Zalys 1979) which

intend to approximate d-dimensionaj Bravais lattices; to be

more preciso they arc said to be e::act as long as they concern

systems which are ctaòAical, in ths> sense that all relevant

commutators vanish; Three interesting questions enn be raised .

about the exac.tne.io of those RC*s: (i) do f.iey provide the

exact -critical exponent v ? ; (ii) assumirin a hyporscaling law

2 - a -- d.v (.t :?pi'cif.iir h-.v.L critical exponent ) , what if; the

i1.it-uMision.il i ty t! to lie put therein?; (iií) are tin? sLnndard

tiu'iinodynamic convexity proportio» (euch as pewit ivity of the

Hjvi'lfic lu.it) r-.1t ir.fird ?. Tho (jn>r.roble) nnr.wcrr. to these

qiu*i;t .iom; ivn:Uituto fhi* conlr.i] r.oojn* of t lie» pn*}:«»nt paper.
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II - CORRELATION LENGTH AND SPECIFIC HEAT

Since critical exponent v is associated with the

correlation length C (e.g., C " | T - T C | ~
V for thermal phase

transitions) question (i) implicitely admits a well defined

(fluctuation) correlation function Sir) of the type exp(-r/£),

which in turn implies a well defined concept of distance rin

hierarchical lattices. Although the general problem of the -

metric in such lattices is yet unsolved, Molrose 1983 ( a, b)

has recently given enough insight to make the following . .

reasonable proposal, at least for the two-rooted self - dual

Wheatstone-bridge-like hierarchical lattices (the standard

b=2,3,4 cases are indicated in Fig. 1; see Tsallis and Levy

1981, Martin and Tsallis 1981 (a) and references therein). The

distance between roots (tc.Kmi.nalb) is defined as the length

of the shortest path joining them (r = bn in our example, where

n is the number of times we have applied tho recurrence which

constructs the hierarchical lattice; see Fig. 2) ; S(r) is

defined as the correlation function between the two terminals.

Within this context, the exact v for the q-state Potts ferro-

magnet in the present b s 2 example will be given by

8 -f 7 »q
(1)

Tliis cxprosKio» rocovvr», for q ~ 1 (Iho bomi perco la t ion pro

blow) .iml q = 2 (tho r.pin 1/i! li;iny mokkvl) , tin r e s u l t s appear

iiKj for instnnc.o in KoynoKI:« i*t a] . -1977 ami Y»'o:nnns nnd

ÍU i iwhcomln.' 1979 (a,l>) ror.poctivoly. I t mitjht wol l be that



the answer to question (i) is "yes" in general. In particular as

we shall see just • below, numerical, values appearing in Kaufman

and Griffiths 1983 are not inconsistent with this point of view

(at least for the b = 2 case).

It is important to stress that expression (1) is intended

to be exact for all valueu of q, thçrcforc excluding firct-orâcr

phase transitions, in contrast with what occurs for Bravais lat-

tices where non vanishing latent heat exista for q>g (d)(g (2)«4,

Baxter 1973 and Straley and Fisher 1973; q (3)-3, Jensen and

.Mour it sen'1979 and Pytte 1980 and references therein) .First-order

phase transitions are also absent/ for all q, in the b = 3,4

(Tsallis and Levy 1981) and 5 (unpublished) hierarchical lattices;

they are probably absent for any finite value of b(incidentally

this means that large cell (b-*~) RG extrapolations might be nisjs

leading for approaching, for arbitrary q, the Potts model in a

Bravais lattice).

With respect to question (ii) , we consider the fractal

intrinsic dimension df - inB/ính (B is the aggregation number,

2 2
and & is the chaixju in linear scale; B = b +(b-1) and 5 = b.fcr

the family of celf-dual hierarchical lattices mentioned above)

discussed by Melrosc 1983 (a,b) (sec also rcrcrences therein) a

completely satisfactory proposal. df equals CH5/?>;2 for Fig.1(a)

ami then?fore the Potts fcrromacinet exact « for Ihr .v'roci.Ttod

hierarchical lattice would be given by «-2-v£•;!>/»•:2, with v

given by lÂj. (1). l'or ij = 2 we recover the. val».«- .* - 0.6670

indicated by Kaufman and Griffith« 1983.

Finally,with respect to question (iii), the fact that

so:;ie KG ( re.itmontt> (inontJom\l above) failed in reptw'.urinrj pos^
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tive specific heats might generate a sceptical view about the

capability of real-space renormalisations to present thcrmody-

nnrnically correct behaviours for all temperaturcc. We want to

stress that we see no fundamental reason intrinsically pre-

venting such RG's front recovering, for instance, positive spe-

cific heats. More than that, we have shown how this can be done

in Martin and Tsallis Í981 (b) (Ising ferromagnet in d=3,4 like

hierarchical lattices; see Pigs. 2-4 therein) and Martin and

Tsallis 1983 (Potts forromagnet in planar-like hierarchical lat.

ticcs;see Fig.2(b)therein). In both cases the specific heat is positive

for all temperatures. The procedure is very simple (perhaps very

general also) indocd, and it is worthy to be quickly recalled.

The dimensionless free energy f per site associated with the

bravais lattice scales, within the RG, according to

f(K) = b~df(K«) + g(K) (2)

where K and K1 respectively are the original an*"! rcnormalised

dimcnsionless two-body coupling constants of the model and g (K)

is the standard background term (sue Niemeijcr and van Lceuwen

1976, Martin and Tsallis 1981 (a,b),1983,and references there-

in). On the other hand, at the graphs (cells) level, the

pivscrvntion of tho partition function imposes*

= „Ji'IK'jO,,^ • »^ (3)

where è*\ nnd Jn' respectively ore Iho vlimcnr.ionli'r.« IMinilto
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corresponding to the original (e.g.. Fig. 1 (b) ) and renormaU

zed (Fig. 1 (a)) graphs; o. and Oj are the random variables a£

sociatcd with the terminal node a of the two-rooted graphs {open

circles of Fig.l), and (o.) are those associated with the

internal nodec of the original graph {full circles in Fig.l);

KQ is the additive term that has to be included in order to

exactly preserve the cell partition function. This equation

completely determines K'=K'(K) and KUKQ(K). We introduce now

a proportionality factor D(K) (to be determined) through the

relation

g(K) = D(K) Ko (K) . (4)

Let us now analyse what happens if we shift the zero-en-

ergy point by adding an arbitrary constant X to the energy as-

sociated with each single bond: f transforms according to

f(K) •• f (K) • XdK, ?uà consequently Eq. (2) implies

g(K) - g(K) • Xd |Vb~dK' (K)) (5)

At the ceil level, Eq. (3) implies

KO(K) H. KO(K) • X [b
df K-KMK)J (6)

If we impose now that Eq. (4) remains form-invariant w.zcr unifom

"tranotation of the energy scale (i.e., D(K) docs not change with

X), in a similar way the Maxwell equations are form-invariant

under the Lorcntz transformation, it immediately follows that
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D(K) -m "'" "'" *"'.' (7)

bdlbdfK-K'(K)J

This equation closes the operational procedure as (together with

Eq. (4)) it provides g(K), which (together with the recursive

gelation (2)) enables the.calculation of quantities such as the
i

specific heat. •

If we are studying the hiera'rchical lattice itself, then
d,

d is replaced by df (see content further on), therefore D = df/b
 z

is a purely topological number, thus yielding (by using Eqs. (2)

and (4)).

f (K) = b" f If(K') + d£Ko(K)J (8)

Note that df plays in this expression precisely the same role

that d (number of bonds per site) plays in the standard recu£

sive relation associated with a d-dimensional Bravais lattice.

If we are instead interested in a hopefully closer

approximation to the c?-dimensional Bravais lattice, then D(K)

contains both topological and thermal informations; typically

D(K) smoothly and monotonously varies from D(0)?d b f to

D(«) = d b~df (1-b~1)/(1-b~1+d""df) when K increases from zero

to infinity.. If the family of hierarchical lattices is ap-

propriately chosen, one should expect lim d£ « d, hence

D(K) "w d b for all values of K. Although the above facts go

in the right sense, it is obvious that they do not yet consti

tute a proof that the b •* •» limit of the specific heat associated

with hierarchical lattices coincides, for all temperatures,

with the specific heat associated with the corresponding Bravais

lattice (the situation is even less clear for other quantities

such as order parameter, susceptibility, etc.)*
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Before going on let' us comment on the fact that, for

the treatment of the hierarchical lattice itself, we have re-

placed (see above Eq. (8) ) d by d.. Consider the total number

of bonds N*n). (N*1*, =B) and the total number of sites Ní?)

bonds bonds sites

associated with the degree of iteration n (sec Fig. 2). For the

self-dual lattices appearing in Fig; 1, it is easy to verify

that

»i"\ =[b'*<b-1)'] (b=1,2,...; n.4>,1,2,:..)bonds *- J

(9)

On the other hand, the following recursive relation is satis-

fied:

N C l? )
sites bonds

hence

and finally

Tlvis equation

i-0

• (b-
(b= 1,2,...; n= 0,1,2,...)

(11)

», in the n •» •»• limit,
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- d .
which provides the geometrical interpretation of the b

factor appearing in Eq. (8).

We might generalize the above results for the d-

dimcnsional-like hierarchical lattices illustrated in Pig.

3, and which intend to simulate d-diroensional simple hy-

pcrcubic lattices. It is straightforward to obtain

(b= 1,2,...; n = 0,1,2,...)

(?> -bd-f(b-1) N ^ - ^ + N ^ " 0 (14)
sites bonds sites

(b=1,2,...;n=1,2,

and

sites

which respectively recover, for d = 2, Eqs.(9), (10) and (11)

Eq. (15) yields, in the n •> «• limit,

(16)

whore wo him: UBIHI the definition

•= 'n n - f n [ < ' l " 1 ) b > l " ' ( b - 1 > ' n><

en b" fn b

whii'lr oxtomls tin» cî - 2 CMJJO coniti«lorod lu'foro.
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before going on let us comment on the fact that« for

the treatment of the hierarchical lattice itself, we have re-

placed (see above Eq. (8) ) d by d.. Consider the total number

of bonds N* n ). (N*1* , = B) and the total number of sites N(")

bonds bonds sites

associated with the degree of iteration n (sec Fig. 2). For the

self-dual lattices appearing in Fig; 1, it is easy to verify

that

Lb' + (b-i) J + N Í ? -

hence
n-1

i-0

and finally

(n) [b' • (b-1)']\ 3
\itctt — <b

(11)

This equation yield», in the n » •" limit,

-ÎÏÎ«

(9)

On the other hand, the following recursive relation is satis- .

fied:

N*"* =b(b-1) N^""1^ + N*"""1^sites bonds sites
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-d.
which provides the geometrical interpretation of the b

factor appearing in Eg. (8).

We might generalize the above results for the d-

dimcnsional-like hierarchical lattices illustrated in Fig.

3, and which intend to simulate d-dinensional simple hy~

pcrcubic lattices. It is straightforward to obtain

N(?> -b^Nb-i) N^-^+N^" 0 (14)
sites bonds sites

(h=1,2,...;n=1,2,...

and

I , , : — r - * 2 (15)cites . _ , t

(bs1#2,...;n«0,1f2...)'

which respectively recover, for d = 2., Eqs.(9), (10) and (11)

Eg. (15) yields, in the n •> ~ limit,

*{*:i}
» « « ' «

d " 2W-1)bd"2(b-1)' •

whore wo haw muul the tic fini lion

, . í n n fnfdl-D^-^íb-i)1 ib€l]
1 in C f n b . '

whirh oxtoml« tho A ~ 2 Ciir.o conitiJoroil ln«foro.
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Another interesting, remark is the fact that Egs.

(13) and (14) lead, in the n •• » limit, to

Nbonds L (d-1>bd'2(b-t)'tbd-1

which, for d «2, yields 2(Vb) but in general differs fron»

both d antf df, and which, in the b •» « limit, yields d (as

desirable). . .

Although less analysed than herein, the whole proce-

dure is illustrated in detail in Martin and Tsallis 1981 (a).

1983. The consequences of the apparently inocuous form-in-

variance hypothesis concerning Eg. (4) pre quite instructive

indeed: specific heats presenting (within similar frameworks

but which do not allow for appropriate K-dependence of D )

strongly negative values for large regions of K, automa uiocllj

(without introducing any adjustable parameter) become positive

for all finite temperatures. It is not obvious whether the

form-invariance hypothesis suffices to provide positive spe-

cific heat iior any (classical) model. But-it might well be so;

in that car.e a proof would be extremely welcome. In addition

to that, the procedure provides (at least for the cases we are

aware of) a specific heat high-temperature expansion which

contains an enlarging set of exact (for the d-dimensional Bra

vais lattice) terms if both 5 and B (associated with the cor;

responding hierarchical lattices) increase in such a way that

d- • AflB/i-nE •*• d. •
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The framework discussea here simultaneously takes

into account' (in Eq. (7)) both the Bravais lattice and the

family of hierarchical lattices which approximates it;in this

sense, it could be a better approximation to the Bravais la£

ticc than to only consider the set of hierarchical lattices

(see for example Kaufman and Griffiths 1983 and references

therein). Although it could of course be fortuitous, it is

worthy to remark that, for b=q=2, the framework analysed here

provides, aò. it òhoutd if intended to approximate the d=2

bravais lattice (ocxact= 0(ln)), a stronger specific heat

singularity (a = - 0.2973) than that provided by the simple

consideration of the corresponding hierarchical lattice,which

yields (Kaufman and Griffiths 1983) a = - 0.6670.

Very interesting comments by H.O.Martin and K.M.F.Curado

related to Eqs. (10) and (18) arc acknowledged with great pleasure.

Useful remarks from A.O.Caridc, A.Coniglio, and M.Kaufman are

ackowledged as well.
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CAPTION FOU FIGURE

Fig. 1 - Family of two-terminal self-dual Wheatstone-bridge-

likc graphs (each of them, together with the graph

(a), determines, through the standard recurrence

procedure, an hierarchical lattice). The open (full)

circles indicate the terminal (internal) nodes of

the graph.

Fig. 2 - Recursive construction of the b= 2 Wheatstone-bridge

hierarchical lattice (corresponding to Fig. 1(b));

n is the degree of iteration (the hierarchical lat-

tice itself corresponds to the n -• * limit).

Fig. 3 - d - dimcnsional-like hierarchical lattices (n=l degree

of iteration), (a) and (b) correspond to d = 3; (c)

corresponds to d = 4.
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